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LEADERSHIP LEGACY LIFE



MEMBER NEWSLETTER SPRING 2012



ISSUE 1



FROM THE CHAIRMAN Thanks in large part to the tireless effort, drive and vision of previous Chairman and Founder, Paul Robshaw, L3 has brought new friendships and purpose into our lives. As the Chairman for 2012, I look forward to continuing to build up L3 as a strong network of like-minded peers changing themselves and the world around them. There are many objectives that we, as a group, should continue to focus on in the coming year: health and wellness, family and relationships, giving and generosity, the Prime Time Journey and, of course, fun and play. 2012 offers many wonderful opportunities for L3 members to connect at the retreat, purposeful travel trips in Montana and Chile, a Women’s Getaway, and several regional gatherings. I hope that you will plan now to attend. Thank you for the opportunity to serve as your chairman. I look forward to seeing you at the annual retreat in San Francisco. - Lynn Meredith FALL 2011, ISSUE 3



A PERFECT MATCH: UNITING ART AND HEALTHCARE IN HOUSTON By Charlene Madison-Cassidy



It’s really interesting how this whole thing came about. John and I are on McLean’s National Council with another couple, Rose-Marie and Ejik van Otterloo. They have one of the best collections of Dutch and Flemish art in the world and it has been touring the country recently. They had a function at the Peabody



Museum and gave a personal tour and presentation. We thought that a similar event would be a great way to introduce the hospital to Houston, and involve L3 at the same time. It turned out to be absolutely wonderful - people loved it. It turns out uniting art with healthcare is the perfect match. The art was marvelous and we heard personal stories of how Cont. on page 2



SAINT THOMAS: WARM FRIENDSHIPS AND FOOD FOR THOUGHT The February weekender in Saint Thomas proved to be an intimate and fun experience for the eight people who attended. Says attendee Delia Grodner: “Hosts Waring and Carmen were fantastic. They entertained us royally in their home. It was brilliant. It was particularly memorable because being in their home added a special touch to the weekend. Cont. on page 2 1
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Cont. from HOUSTON



the pieces were acquired during a lovely diner. Then, Dr. Brent Forester from McLean a gave talk on aging and memory that was appropos for a group of our age. It was a practical perspective. So we had something to feed our souls with, the beautiful art, and we learned some important things at the same time. What we learned was that it worked out - this art plus learning model and it can be used going forward. It is a great way to do something both meaningful and fun!



Cont. from ST. THOMAS We had some great, meaningful discussion and a sunset cruise on the hotel’s catamaran - that was wonderful. I would say that [after] the whole weekend, we came away with a warm feeling knowing that we met new friends and we were given much food for thought. I certainly have no hesitation recommending future weekenders to anyone. If anything, it was all over too quickly.”



Above: Dr. Brent Forester, MD, MSC, from McClean Hospital Below: Dr. John Cassidy addresses the group.



MEANINGFUL ADVENTURE WITH WOUNDED WARRIORS We hope you are getting excited about the Spring Retreat in San Francisco in May. The agenda offers excellent speakers, fun adventures and, of course, delicious food and wine with memorable conversations. The fun doesn’t have to end Saturday night, though. Sign up for the optional post-retreat trip



2



and embark on a moving, meaningful journey to meet some of our nation’s wounded warriors. On Sunday, May 7, travel to Napa Valley to the Pathway Home, a residential recovery facility that aids returning soldiers with the transition to civilian life. Then the adventure begins. Each L3 member will pair up with a



soldier for a GPS Kayak expedition. In a two-man kayak, you will cross Lake Hennessey, where a GPS device awaits you. Follow the coordinate clues on a scavenger hunt - the winner earns a special prize. Fred Gusman, Executive Director of the Pathway Home, says: “In addition to the normal evidencebased activities you



would normally find in a mental health center, these additional activities that really makes them feel like they’ve come home and gives them an opportunity to practice the skills they’re learning in treatment.” To learn more about the trip, please visit www.L3.org/member/ viewevent/86.
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MONTANA: A FAMILY JOURNEY THROUGH THE GREAT AMERICAN PLAINS Join us July 12-15 as we visit the beautiful, majestic state of Montana. On Friday, we will see landscapes so big and open and rugged that they stretch your soul; craggy peaks jutting into the sky and the resident mountain goats to match. Logan Pass offers a starting point as we explore this alpine, arctic landscape. Tread lightly as you make your way along the myriad trails. What manages to grow here, does so slowly. A prime opportunity to see mountain goats and big horn sheep going about their business. Touring the park in Glacier’s signature red buses is an experience unto itself. With wildflowers, alpine vistas and waterfalls along the way, this will be an experience that you won’t forget. We will conclude the day with a boat tour on St. Mary Lake. FALL 2011, ISSUE 3



On Saturday, we will visit the Blackfeet Tribe as they celebrate the annual Blackfeet Indian Days. The Blackfeet tribe, like most indigenous cultures, is rich with stories connected to the land. Once you hear and feel the mystery of the drum, see the traditional and fancy dancing, and the many proud Native people, then you will begin to understand the Blackfeet. This is a journey sure to be unlike any other.



Register online at www.L3.org/ member/viewevent/87 or call Lesley Mitchell at 512-900-4431 3
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NEW MEMBER PROFILES



Please welcome these new members who joined between Sept. 15, 2011 and Feb. 1, 2012



Editor’s Note: Please join us in welcoming additional new members Lisa Harris (Austin, Texas), Verinder and Leia Syal (Winnetka, Illinois) and Jack and Phyllis Bridwell (Weston, Florida). Bios will be included in the next quarterly newsletter.



LOUIS AND PATTI GROSSMAN, Lenox, Mass. Louis is President of The Grossman Companies, Inc. which manages all types of income, producing real estate (apartments, office buildings, shopping centers, industrial buildings) throughout New England. The real estate interests are owned by the Grossman Family (which includes Louis’s three sisters) or in joint venture with outside partners. He and his father formed the company in 1980 after buying out 83 family stockholders (amicably!) from a predecessor business. In addition to being President of the management company, Louis also serves as General Partner/ Manager of numerous real estate entities in which he has an interest. 4



The family also operates a private real estate lending business which is run by one of Louis’s sons. Two of Louis’s sons joined the management company (one in July, 2009 and another in August 2011) and they, too, get along famously - with their father and each other! Although the real estate interests are currently owned by Louis and his three sisters, it is Louis’s desire to phase out of the day-to-day operations of the business by 2017 and eventually pass along the real estate interests to his children. Louis graduated Brown University in 1971 and Columbia Business School in 1973 and worked in NYC for three years before joining the family business



in 1976. He and his wife, Patti, live in Newton, MA. They have a daughter, three sons (and 3 awesome daughters-in-law), and four grandsons (two in Boston and two in San Francisco). Louis (and Patti) have numerous philanthropic interests including the Union for Reform Judaism, Hebrew College in Boston, Jewish Community Centers of Greater Boston and Temple Beth Shalom. When they want to “get away,” they relax at their condominium in Lenox, MA.
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It’s here.



The new L3 mobile app



Now available on iTunes. The L3 App is designed to better connect members and provide them with multimedia resources. Available through the app are: • An up-to-date events calendar with complete details, including times and locations • All posts that appear on the L3 blog, giving you the latest L3 news • Photo galleries featuring photos from all past events, as well as select videos from past events • Access to the L3 member directory, including profiles and contact information (*website username and password needed for security purposes) • Videos and information that aid you in describing L3 to potential L3 candidates FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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FROM THE BLOG The L3 Blog, www.L3blog.org, is updated regularly with organization news and announcements as well as features about our members. These are just a few of this quarter’s highlights.



Spend Saturday mornings with Dr. Adizes Dr. Ichak Kalderon Adizes is now appearing on Internet Radio. Listen in weekly on Saturdays at 10:00 am (Pacific Time). Starting January 7, 2012, Dr. Ichak Kalderon Adizes, world renowned change management expert, author and speaker, will host an hour-long show entitled “Adizes’ Methodology for Collaborative Management for Exceptional Results.” The show will air on Saturday mornings, 10:0011:00 AM Pacific Standard Time. Listeners can tune in by visiting www.voiceamericabusiness.com. Dr. Adizes’ shows will be archived allowing people to listen to them at their convenience. Listeners will also be able to subscribe to his RSS feed in order to receive the program automatically. This is a show that will help listeners “manage everything!” Read more at www.adizes.com/ voiceamerica.
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Joanne Steinback seeks environmentally-minded L3ers Many of you have heard from me since the L3 Austin member retreat last April. Personally, I have become passionate about the reduction of single-use plastics, particularly plastic bags. I have volunteered to lead an initiative of L3 members who share my concern for the environment. We know that many of you are interested in working on environmental initiatives in your communities and many have seen the film BagIt!, which motivates one to take action. As you have likely seen in the news, the momentum for banning plastic bags at the local level is growing and there are now dozens of cities across the country proposing bans. If you are interested in doing something about this in your community, please let me know and we can work on it together. We have close ties to the BagIt! Organization and will have their support, including a comprehensive toolkit, public film screening assistance and materials, and one-on-one consulting and advice available through their Policy Director, Emily Utter. I am proud to lead this initiative for L3 and welcome your involvement if you have a desire to do so. It will leave a lasting, positive impact on our environment. If you’re interested in learning more about what it takes to get started, please email me at the address on my profile. Thanks, Joanne Steinback FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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Donna Berber in Austin Woman Magazine



Eloise DeJoria in Austin Monthly: “Things I’ve Learned” Get to know L3 member Eloise DeJoria a little better through this Q&A featured in February’s Austin Monthly magazine. She talks about things she loves –



Austin, her husband, her children, giving back and more. Please visit www. L3blog.org to view the article clipping.



For the second month in a row, an L3 woman glows on the cover of Austin Woman magazine. This month’s cover girl is Donna Berber, who talks about joyful giving through her organization, A Glimmer of Hope. Donna says: “It has been said one determined person is all it takes to make a difference in the



world. For the people of rural Ethiopia, and for the boy called Sunshine, Berber is the woman who continues to make that difference. During the last decade, her philanthropic work has touched more than 2.5 million lives.” To read the full article, please visit Austin Woman magazine.



Bill Holroyd recognized in Queen’s New Years Honours List Congratulations are in order for UK member Bill Holroyd. He was recently honored by the Queen’s New Year Honours List for his work in youth development and his contributions to OnSide. OnSide is a charity that develops world class youth facilities and youth zones where young people can have a safe and inspiring place to go and somewhere to call their own. Bill says: “I am thrilled to bits with the award, especially as it will help the charity and it recognizes all our efforts.” Please visit www.L3blog.org to view the article clipping. FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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Peter Thomas receives honorary Doctorate of Law On October 21, Royal Roads University in Victoria celebrated the achievements of several honorees, including L3 member Peter Thomas. “This year’s honorees exemplify leadership, entrepreneurship and community involvement. They are an inspiration to the university community,” said Royal Roads president Allan Cahoon. “We are privileged to have them join us on stage today as we celebrate the achievements of our graduates and wish them continued success.



They are committed to making a difference in their lives and in their communities, and will join more than 16,000 of our esteemed alumni.” Peter, an entrepreneur, philanthropist and values-based leadership expert, founded the Todd Thomas Institute for ValuesBased Leadership at Royal Roads in 2008. His latest business venture is Thomas Franchise Solutions, which provides mentorship and financing to new business visionaries. According to



the University, Peter received this honorary degree for his outstanding commitment to values, ethics and entrepreneurship.



Lynn Meredith on the cover of Austin Woman Magazine



DeJorias cover Austin Fit Magazine John Paul and Eloise Dejoria grace the cover and several inside pages of Austin Fit Magazine in December. The article emphasizes the DeJorias’ philanthropic ventures, calling them “lesserknown billionaire givers.” 8



It also describes a new project they are working on, the Grow Appalachia initiative, that helps bring healthy food to some of the poorest parts of the United States. To read the full article, please visit Austin Fit’s website.



If you were at a coffee shop or restaurant around Austin in November, you may have noticed a glossy Lynn Meredith smiling up at you from a stack of magazines. Austin Woman magazine recently featured her on the cover and in an 8-page article. The piece focuses



primarily on the Meredith’s stunning downtown apartment, their 39-year marriage, and their many philanthropic ventures. To read the full article (and check out the fantastic photos), please see the digital version of the article on Austin Woman’s website. FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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Susan Lubin’s Breast Cancer Center becomes a reality A breast-cancer survivor, Susan and her long-time friend Marcia Levy have long dreamed of establishing an comprehensive breast cancer center in Austin. Seton gave the project a go last year and recent funding is helping to make the dream come true. To read the whole article, please visit Statesman.com. The Bensons’ Grand Boat Adventure



Victor Benson recently dropped a note to share a bit about he and Susan’s week-long boat adventure. “We left our Sag Harbor, NY marina one morning and cruised up to Newport, RI to spend the afternoon and next morning enjoying the sights and shops. Then we spent a couple hours cruising through the Cape Cod Canal up to hook up with some old high school friends of Susan’s. We left the next day to go up to Boston Harbor, but we diverted our course to take in one of the most magnificent sights either of us had ever seen - the whales passing through the preserve off the tip of Cape Cod. You can’t imagine what an experience it is to see these beautiful creatures breaching 15’ off the stern of your own boat. We arrived in Boston Harbor and FALL 2011, ISSUE 3



spent a couple days with friends at the graduation of their son Kyle from Wentworth Institute of Technology. Kyle had spent 8 months living with us last year during an internship. After two days in Boston we cruised back through the canal to Martha’s Vineyard where we spent the last three days of our journey with my daughter, son-in law and two grandchildren, Olivia and Colby. What a treat, especially because it was a complete coincidence that they were vacationing there that week. After six days of adventure, we spent five hours in windy and rough waters to return to Sag Harbor. My recollection of it 2 months later is that it was extraordinary fun, we have a sense of accomplishment and we now look forward to the next opportunity that we can add that type of excitement to our lives.”



Nan Guslander’s summer to remember Nan writes: “I’ve had a very exciting summer with the birth of my son and daughterin-law’s second son, Julian Whitmore Preston, born June 27, 2011. Then, my daughter, Hilary Preston, was married to a wonderful man, Joseph D. Grillo, in my Saratoga Springs garden on September 10, 2011. The bride and groom are home in Brooklyn after a truly wonderful wedding and an Italian honeymoon. In October, both Whit and Hilary participated with me in the communications seminar for members and their adult children. All three of us found it rewarding and found it opened up some new ways for us to communicate adult to adult.



9
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MEMBER PASSIONS A section to feature stories about topics and causes L3 members care deeply about and how they are involved in these areas.



ROY HALSTEAD: THE PROCESS OF GIVING Roy Halstead, an American-citizen L3 member living in Belgium, started a journey of giving in February 2010 while reading a Sunday New York Times article about farming veterans en route to Los Angeles. Two days later, Roy met with a Marine Corps veteran who, after returning from Iraq, became an organic farmer in Southern California and developed a training program called Archi’s Acres for other veterans who might be interested in new careers as farmers. From that visit, Roy had three prime takeaways. First, Archi’s Acres has become a viable business, both as a farm and as a for-profit training school receiving grants from the government – it does not need Roy’s help. Second, Roy heard several veterans voice a



10



L-R: The Spense Family (from FVC); FVC founder Michael O’Gorman addresses a group of veterans in an organic tomato-growing operation during an educational retreat in Ensenada, Mexico.



desire to continue serving their country. “I heard them say ‘I spent my time teaching Afghans how to eat healthily. Now that I am back home, why don’t I teach Americans how to eat healthily?’ Two guys said that and it just knocked me on the floor,” Roy said. Third, Roy was intrigued to learn about a comprehensive group called Farmer Veterans Coalition (FVC) that works to help veterans in all facets of farming. Roy spent his working life trying to get super market operators all over the world to provide better foods at fair prices. Roy joined L3 with the same objective to communicate healthy eating to the average American. He had been searching for some time, looking for an organization that would



convey this message. “You’ve heard that saying ‘You are what you eat,’” Roy said. “Most of us in the U.S. eat poorly, frankly speaking. I’ve spent the last 30 years of my life trying to convince people to eat better.” For Roy, also an exMarine, FVC combined his passion for healthy food with his duty to fellow servicemen. “This isn’t about ‘poor vet, you need help,’ it’s about teaching him how to be a better farmer and educating the average consumer,” Roy said. “For me, that’s a win-win-win.” Roy points out that it took about three years of searching to find an organization that matched, conveyed the message he wanted to share and helped the people he wanted to help. Debbie Schmidt Johnson, a giving solutions expert, offers



a few tips for anyone starting the process of getting involved. First, think about what kind of change you want to see in the world and identify general areas and causes that “light your fire” (see sidebar for related quiz). Then, determine what types of resources you are willing to put up. “Resources can come in many ways, shapes, and forms,” Debbie said. “A lot is financial, but realistically there are lots of other things that can be given including volunteer support, in-kind donations and loaned expertise.” Then, it’s just a matching game. Look for groups that fit your passion and need resources you can give. “We propose that people take an active approach,” Debbie said. “Use resources like [websites] Guide Star and FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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Bolder Giving to find organizations that are doing really great work in the area you want to make an impact.” The next step is to personally vet the organization. Roy has scheduled an appointment to visit the Farmer Veteran Coalition, in Davis, Cali., in April to personally meet with the farmer-veterans. “It’s important to vet carefully, which may include a ‘field trip,’” Debbie said. “But the field trip depends on the size of the investment. If you’re donating $1,000 to a group in Africa, it doesn’t make any sense to go. I think in every case where it’s practical for you to see the operation or the program in action, it’s important to do so.” While the primary reason for a site visit is to see the work going on, it also helps to build the relationship between organization and giver. “Part of donating is a relationship with the Gabrielle and Roy Halstead



organization, not just writing a check and forgetting about it,” Debbie says. As Roy builds a relationship with FVC, he calls his involvement with the organization very much a work in progress. “I may find out that [the FVC] has really interesting needs,” Roy said. “I still have questions about how money goes in and out of that place.” For now, that means long conversations and many questions as Roy continues to explore his options. Roy’s thinking at this point is that veterans communicating about healthy foods will be more meaningful than professors or dieticians. “Maybe donations I give, instead of getting into the general fund, could be used to pay back transportation costs or some stipend for every time a veteran talks to a school,” Roy said. “I’m just trying to find a little place where I can make a big difference.”
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Survey: What Lights Your Fire? Successful Giving works with clients to ensure that they build giving plans that match their missions and passions and that their philanthropy produces effective results.. They’ve provided this survey to help you identify causes and organizations that match your passions. These are just the basic questions without the checkbox options. To view the full survey, please visit: http://www.L3.org/resources/files/LightFire.pdf Step 1: Identifying Values In order to create an effective and strategic plan for philanthropic giving, it is necessary to indentify what is important to you and what you hope to get out of your philanthropy. What are Personal Values that are most important to you? Identify the top ten that are most important and then select which are the top three. Step 2: What values are the three most imporant values that need to be present in a charitable organization? Step 3: Areas of Interest There are many ways in which people are inspired to give. In order to be strategic, it is useful to understand your specific areas of interest. While you may have never donated to some of these causes, please select those in which you have an interest and may want to explore further. • In General, Broad Areas of Interest • Certain populations of people • Certain faith communities • Particular type of organizations • Certain sizes of organizations • Preferred location What are three things that you would like to see different in the world that your philanthropy could impact? For the full survey, please visit: http://www.L3.org/resources/files/LightFire.pdf



FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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HEALTH SPOTLIGHT This new section will feature helpful articles, tips and resources that promote our core value of Health and Wellness. Further resources can be found on the Health section of the L3.org



Let’s talk about shingles. Some of you may pass over the page thinking that a). you already know what you need to know about shingles and b). it’s not something you need to worry about right now. However, recent studies about shingles show a few things to which you may (and should) want to pay attention. Johns Hopkins defines shingles, or herpes zoster, as a viral infection of the nerves, which results in a painful rash or small blisters on the skin. Burning or shooting pains and tingling or itching are early signs of the infection, usually located on one side of the body or face. Even after the rash is gone, the pain can continue for months, even years. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, at least one million people will develop shingles annually in the U.S. Herpes zoster is more common in people with a depressed immune system, and in people over the age of 50. 12



There seems to be some debate about what is an appropriate age to get the vaccine. For many years, the FDA set the standard age at 60. This changed last year, as noted in an article by Paul E. Sax, EditorIn-Chief of Journal Watch and an expert in infectious diseases: “The problem, of course, is that there’s only so much that antiviral therapy can do once shingles is diagnosed,” Sax wrote. “Far better, of course, is to prevent it in the first place.” He writes that in March 2011, the FDA approved the vaccinne, known as zoster, for people aged 50-59, reducing the age threshold by 10 years. He writes: “The reasons for approval are plain enough. Around 200,000 people this age get shingles each year in the United States, and the vaccine reduces the risk by 70%. So it’s even more effective in this young patient population... than in those for whom it was originally approved.” US News Health report points



out that while you can get the zoster vaccine at any time, it may not be covered by all insurance plans. They write: “Because the disease is so painful and it’s now possible to prevent it, people younger than 60 (sic) or with health problems that put them at higher risk might want to have a conversation with their doctors, too. Since it’s only been studied in and recommended for older people, however, you may have to pay the $150 cost out of pocket.” Most medical websites and journals recommend the following groups of people consider obtaining the zoster vaccine: • If you are over the age of 50. The older you are, the more risk there is of severe shingles or complications developing, and the more likely you are to benefit from treatment. • If you are of any age and have any of the following: • Shingles that affects the eye or ear. • A poorly functioning immune FALL 2011, ISSUE 3
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system (see later who this includes). • Shingles that affects any parts of the body apart from the trunk (that is, shingles affecting an arm, leg, neck, or genital area). • Moderate or severe pain. • Moderate or severe rash. According to the CDC, you can still receive the shingles vaccine even if you have already had the disease - this can help prevent future occurrences. They advise talking to your health provider about how soon after an outbreak you can receive the vaccine, though this is generally after the rash has disappeared. The CDC also notes that there are several groups of people who should NOT get a shingles vaccination: • A person who has ever had a life-threatening or severe allergic reaction to gelatin, the antibiotic neomycin, or any



other component of shingles vaccine. Tell your doctor if you have any severe allergies. • A person who has a weakened immune system because of HIV/AIDS or another disease that affects the immune system, treatment with drugs that affect the immune system, such as steroids, cancer treatment such as radiation or chemotherapy, or a history of cancer affecting the bone marrow or lymphatic system, such as leukemia or lymphoma. • Women who are or might be pregnant. Unless you fall into one of these categories, you should get the vaccination. A 2011 New York Times article published some surpising statistics: “Nearly two-thirds of those over 65 got flu vaccines that year... and more than 60 percent were vaccinated against pneumonia. But just 10 percent received the shingles vaccine.”



The article, written by Paula Span, author of “When the Time Comes: Families With Aging Parents Share Their Struggles and Solutions, ended with words that cannot be better said: “So help spread the word. Shingles is a mean disease, and the older the victim, the meaner it gets.” Sources:



• Johns Hopkins: http://www. hopkinsmedicine.org/healthlibrary/ conditions/adult/infectious_diseases/ shingles_herpes_zoster_85,P00328/ • Journal Watch: http://blogs.jwatch. org/hiv-id-observations/index.php/ zoster-vaccine-for-age-50-and-up-aresounding-yea-vote-here/2011/03/26/ • US News: http://health.usnews. com/health-news/managing-yourhealthcare/infectious-diseases/ articles/2008/05/16/its-official-getyour-shingles-vaccination • CDC: http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/ vpd-vac/shingles/vacc-need-know.htm • New York Times: http://newoldage. blogs.nytimes.com/2011/01/12/ few-takers-for-the-shinglesvaccine/?partner=rss&emc=rss



Did you know... Every month, new resources are added to the Health & Wellness section of L3.org (www.L3.org/content/ health). This section always includes information about your L3 Health/GlobalAccess benefits, the new L3 Health Help program and the wellness journal. In addition, news articles, tools, resources and recipes are routinely added. Here is a sampling of recent additions: • • • • • • • • • • • FALL 2011, ISSUE 3



CPR research: Increasing survival after cardiac arrest Video: Heart and circulatory system – How they work High blood pressure – hypertension Let’s Move it! (Mobile App) Weight loss: 6 strategies for success Five Winter Workout Tips Travel workout: Fitness tips for business travelers Menus for heart-healthy eating: Cut the fat and salt Recipe: Roasted Red Pepper and Chicken Wrap Recipe: Southwestern frittata Recipe: Pasta with spinach and garbanzos 13
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family gathering



march



23 & 24



2012



austin, texas Maintaining and Recapturing Healthy Family Relationships: A Family Gathering



T



his one-day program, hosted by Paul Comstock and daughter Alison, is action oriented for members and their adult children who wish to make a proactive change within their family.



This Family Council program is designed to assist parents and their adult children in communicating more effectively to address the issues of evolving family dynamics. Facilitated discussions, among and between each generation, will cover the often sensitive issues between parent and child. The day will take place within a bond of conﬁdentiality that will encourage candid dialogue and hopefully open doors to healthier and more rewarding relationships. To Register, please call Lesley Mitchell at (512) 900-4431.



WHEN 7 PM, MARCH 23 Dinner at the Meredith residence



10 AM - 4:30 PM MARCH 24 Family Council program



WHERE AT&T Conference Center 1900 University Avenue



WHO L3 members and their adult children



COST $325 per person



14
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COMINGS & GOINGS Many thanks to these members for attending the St. Thomas Weekender. We look forward to seeing the following members at the retreat in San Francisco and purposeful travel trips in Montana and Chile. GATHERING Houston, Tx January 23, 2012



WEEKENDER St. Thomas, USVI February 3-5, 2012



SPRING RETREAT San Francisco, CA May 2-6*, 2012



Kirby Attwell Linda Benge Jamie Browning Phyllis Browning John Cassidy Charlene Madison-Cassidy Ron Feinstein Nan Guslander Paul Robshaw



Linda Benge Joan Bourk Larry Bourk Delia Grodner Mel Grodner Carmen Partridge Waring Partridge Paul Robshaw



PURPOSEFUL TRAVEL Montana July 12-15, 2012



PURPOSEFUL TRAVEL Santiago, Chile November 8-14, 2012



Linda Benge Susan Benson Victor Benson John Carrington Mary Carrington Charlene Madison-Cassidy John Cassidy Paul Comstock Marian Dozier Deborah Feinstein Ron Feinstein Ben Howerton Peggy Howerton John Hunt Susan Hunt Anne Kieve Loren Kieve Joan Litle Tim Litle Lynn Meredith Tom Meredith Bill Midon Hilary Midon Al Nagy Kathy Nagy Paul Robshaw Vicki Sebastiani Gail Smith Russ Smith Jim Steinback Joanne Steinback Leia Syal Verinder Syal



Tricia Berns Mike Berns Chuck Frank Mike Levy Stephanie Levy Vicki Sebastiani Bob Teitsworth Sandy Teitsworth



WOMEN’S GETAWAY Richmond, Virginia September 19-22, 2012 Marian Dozier Connie Garrett Peggy Howerton Betsey Manchester Vicki Sebastiani



FALL 2011, ISSUE 3



Linda Benge Nan Guslander Richard Kent Patty Kent Mike Levy Stephanie Levy Dick Lewis Nora Lewis Paul Mikos Suzi Mikos Frank Rees Marlo Rees Paul Robshaw Vicki Sebastiani
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1001 S. Capital of Texas Highway., K100 Austin, Texas 78746 USA
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WHAT’S INSIDE



Houston Gathering ................................... 1 St. Thomas Weekender ............................. 1 San Francisco Retreat .............................. 2 Purposeful Travel: Montana ................... 3 New member profiles ............................... 4 From the L3 blog ....................................... 6 Member passions ...................................... 10 Health spotlight .........................................12 Family Gathering .......................................14 Comings & Goings ................................... 15



EVENTS CALENDAR Sat



24 Mar



Austin Family Gathering Austin, Texas



Wed



Spring Retreat



May



(ends May 6*)



2



San Francisco, California



Thu



Montana: Purposeful Travel



Jul



(ends July 15)



12



Whitefish, Montana



Wed



Women’s Getaway



Sep



(ends Sept. 22)



19



Richmond, Virginia



Thu



Chile: Purposeful Travel



Nov



(ends Nov. 14)



8



Santiago & Puerto Montt, Chile



Please update your contacts with our new information. Address: 1001 S. Capital of Texas Highway Building K, Suite 100 Austin, TX 78746 Michael Burke, Main Phone: (512) 900-4430 Tamara Hale, President: (512) 900-4435 Lesley Mitchell, Member Programming: (512) 900-4431 Erika Sweeting, Communications: (512) 900-4436
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forward to continuing to build up L3 as a strong ... learning in treatment.â€� To learn more about the trip, please visit www.L3.org/member/ viewevent/86. Cont. from HOUSTON. Above: Dr. Brent Forester, MD, MSC, from McClean Hospital .... The L3 App is designed to better connect members and provide them with multimedia. 
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